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Results of ab initio calculation of electron-phonon interaction in laser cooling are reported and compared
with the values estimated using analytical harmonic potential approximation. Electronic band-structure changes
due to normal-mode ligand displacement are used to find the energy change in f-orbital optically active
electron at the gamma point. The band-structure calculations show that the partial band structure of Yb is flat,
indicating limited interaction with the neighboring atoms. The electron-phonon interaction potential calculated
is within a factor 2 �larger� of the value using the harmonic potentials and the difference is attributed to the
necessary approximations of each method. Single ligand displacement, which simulates one-phonon propaga-
tion, is also used and the resulting electron-phonon interaction potentials are in agreement with those from
normal-mode vibration of the entire complex. Using these interaction potentials, larger cooling rates of the
ion-host pair are calculated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In laser cooling of solid materials, many experimental and
theoretical investigations have been carried out in the past
decade to enhance the cooling performance. Experiments
with rare-earth doped crystals have been successful in cool-
ing to 208 K, from the room temperature.1–3 Theoretical in-
vestigations focus on individual transition rates under as-
sumed quantum models and have made significant
progress.4–8 Still, very few experimental and theoretical stud-
ies have attempted to characterize the fundamental material
properties involved in the interaction between the three car-
riers �photon, electron, and phonon� in laser cooling of
solids.9 The challenge in the study of interaction carriers is
that the existing theoretical investigations have been exclu-
sively for semiconductors with band treatment of conduction
electrons and they do not fully describe the carrier interac-
tion for isolated ions. Especially the electron-optical phonon
interaction is described by a normalization constant times
deformation potential over the lattice constant. These values
range up to tens of eV /Å for various semiconductor
elements.10 However, in isolated rare-earth atoms, these defi-

nitions need to be modified and recent study shows that for
rare-earth ions with insulator host, electron-phonon interac-
tion potential was found to be significantly lower.7 In this
study, we review the analytical harmonic approximation of
the electron-phonon interaction potential made in Ref. 7, and
compare it with ab initio calculations using isolated rare-
earth host cluster and point out the validity of both methods
and their limitations.

In anti-Stokes laser cooling of solids, the second-order
process, where electron interacts with photon and phonon,
for the cooling rate and the transition rate �using Fermi’s
golden rule� is11,12

�̇ph-e-p =
2�

�
�Mph-e-p�2�D�Ee,f − Ee,i − ��p,O� , �1�

where Mph-e-p is the interaction matrix element of the photon,
electron and phonon, �D is the Dirac delta function, Ee,f and
Ee,i are the final and initial electronic energies, and �p,O is
the phonon frequency involved in the process. Here Mph-e-p
is expanded using second-order perturbation theory and is
given as

Mph-e-p = �
m

�f �Hint�m��m�Hint�i�
Ee,i − Ee,m

� �
m

�� f, fph, fp�Hph-e��m, fph + 1, fp���m, fph + 1, fp�He-p��i, fph + 1, fp + 1�
Ei − �Em − ��p�

, �2�

where subscript m designates intermediate states subsequent to phonon absorption but prior to photon absorption. With the
interaction Hamiltonian for photon-electron and optical phonon-electron, the transition rate becomes

�̇ph-e-p =
��

2mAC

�sph,i · �ph-e�2

�o
	e-p,O�2 Dp�Ep�fp

o�Ep�
Ep

3
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V
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where mAC is the reduced mass of the oscillating pair, sph,i is
photon polarization vector, �ph-e is transition dipole moment
vector, 	e-p,O� is electron-phonon interaction potential when
optical phonon interaction is assumed, Dp�Ep� is density of
states of phonons having energy Ep, fp is Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution function, �ph,i is incoming photon frequency, and
Dph is the photon density of states which integrates to unity,
since the incoming laser light is assumed to be monochro-
matic �and one-photon interaction is assumed�.

In rare-earth ions, the f electron shell is optically active
and when placed in a crystal-field environment, the electron
energy levels split. Particularly for Yb3+, due to the large
spin-orbit coupling, 2F5/2 is approximately 10 000 cm−1

��1.2 eV� above ground state 2F7/2. The crystal-field inter-
action further splits the excited and the ground-state electron
energy levels depending on the ligand environment. This en-
ergy splitting is within a few kBT �comparable to phonon
energy� and makes the anti-Stokes cooling possible. The
electronic energy levels of the shell move up and down at
finite temperature, because of the continuous excitation and
de-excitation from phonon. Under the adiabatic approxima-
tion, the electron-phonon interaction is represented by

−
�2

me

�
�Q�
�Q

��Q�r�
�Q

= He-p
�Q��Q�r� , �4�

where me is the electron mass, 
�Q� is the lattice wave
function which depends on the normal coordinate Q, �Q�r�
is electronic wave function which depends on r which is the
coordinate of the ion, and He-p is interaction Hamiltonian.
We use a simple model developed in Ref. 13 to model the
interaction. As mentioned above, the ion continuously moves
due to lattice vibration and this movement changes the po-
tential in the lattice. This change in the potential is experi-
enced as a perturbation for the electron and scatters it to
other electronic states and the energy change can be written
as

�Ee-p � �
i

�p,i
�	e-p,O

��p
, �5�

where �Ee-p is the energy change in the electron due to pho-
non �lattice vibration�, �p is the displacement of the atom,
and 	e-p,O is the potential change due to the perturbation
which is called the electron-phonon coupling.

In Yb3+ the electronic energy level oscillations by phonon
take place within the energy level splitting due to crystal-
field interaction at ground or excited energy levels. In laser
cooling of solid using rare-earth ions, optically active 4f
electronic shells �partial electronic energy change� are sig-
nificant. The energy change is found by comparing the elec-
tronic band structure of the equilibrium cluster with nonequi-
librium �displaced�. Here we do this for ground state 4f
orbital of Yb at the  point.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual �model� rendering of the
electronic energy change in ion-ligand complex under ligand
displacement. The partial electronic band structure of Yb in
host �Yb electron interaction with potential created by the
neighboring ligands� is also shown. In Ref. 7, a simplified
harmonic potential is used between atoms and estimates of

the electron-phonon interaction potential for rare-earth mate-
rials are made. It uses experiential results for force constants
for mononuclear pair atoms and the combinative rule to ex-
trapolate the force constants between different atoms. This
gives

IAC = 	�AACC�1/2II
1/2, �6�

where AA ,CC, and II are the force constants of the anion-
anion, cation-cation, and ion-ion, respectively.

The atomic displacement is found by using the stretching-
mode amplitude of the ligand pair �cation and anion� by a
quantum of the most probable phonon energy and this is
given by

�p = � �

2mAC�p
�1/2

, �7�

where �p is the amplitude of displacement, mAC is the re-
duced mass of the anion and cation, and �p is the angular
frequency of the phonon. Then assuming that the optically
active electron of the ion is in an infinite square well, we
estimate the energy change in the electron using appropriate
boundary conditions. The potential change between the at-
oms under ligand displacement and the corresponding inter-
action potential are given by �also shown in Fig. 1�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� A conceptual rendering of the ion-ligand
complex under atomic displacement due to phonon excitation. The
energy change in the electron using harmonic potential can be rep-
resented by the equivalent potential energy change in the complex.
Ab initio calculations show the change in the partial electronic band
structure of the ion at the  point due to atomic displacement. The
equilibrium and displaced band structures are indicated by solid and
broken lines, respectively, and the corresponding electronic energies
are marked on y axis �Ee

o is for the equilibrium and Ee is for the
displaced�.
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�Ee-p =
1

2
IAC�p

2, 	e-p,O� �
�Ee-p

Q1
, �8�

where Q1 is the distance between the ion and closest cation.
Despite its simplicity, the harmonic potential estimate of the
electron-phonon interaction gives reasonable estimates and is
used in laser cooling of solids.7 To further verify the validity
of this model, below we perform ab initio calculations using
Yb ion in various hosts to determine the electron-phonon
interaction potential.

II. CALCULATION

The calculation of the electronic energy change due to
ligand displacement is performed using WIEN2K which is
based on the full potential �linearized� augmented plane-
wave �L�APW and local orbital method. �L�APW method is
considered as one among the most accurate schemes for
band-structure calculations. A 2�2�2 supercell is first cre-
ated then the ligands are removed until irreducible unit cell is
created. The supercell and the irreducible unit cell are shown
in Fig. 1. Then the central cation atom is replaced by the Yb
ion to simulate doping. Then using WIEN2K, the whole struc-
ture is relaxed until equilibrium is reached. Table I. shows
the structure, symmetry, Q1

o of bulk, Q1 of relaxed structure
and corresponding ligand displacements for the compounds
used in the ab initio calculations. At this equilibrium geom-
etry, the partial band structure of the Yb atom is calculated
and compared with a displaced structure, where ligand dis-
placement is simulated by displacement of the immediate
neighboring atoms �Fig. 2�. The band-structure calculation is
carried out until energy convergence of 0.002 Ry is reached.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the band structure of CdF2 and the partial
band structures of Yb 4f orbital are shown by broken lines
for both equilibrium structure and the displaced structure �all
the immediate ligands were displaced radially outward to
simulate the normal-mode vibration� as shown in Fig. 2�b�.
Only the band structure near the Fermi energy is shown and
the partial band structures of Yb 4f orbital all lie between the
shown energy interval. The displacement magnitude was cal-
culated using Eq. �7� with phonon energy distributed among
all the neighboring eight sets of ligands. The discrete energy
levels resemble isolated ions which indicates that the Yb ion
remains as an impurity. The band structure of 4f orbital is
generally flat, indication limited interaction with neighboring

potentials although slight curvatures are present. Also, the
electronic energy levels are close to the Fermi level, making
them available for optical interactions. From the partial elec-
tron band, we select the band which has highest energy �out-
most electron level� which is also closest to the Fermi level.
At the  point, the corresponding electronic band energy is
designated by Ee

o. The electronic band structure of the non-
equilibrium structure indicates a shift in energy from the
equilibrium structure and is designated by Ee. Then the
change in the outmost electron energy level and the corre-
sponding electron-phonon interaction potential becomes

�Ee-p = Ee − Ee
o, 	e-p,O� �

Ee − Ee
o

Q1
. �9�

Using this definition, we calculate the energy change in the
4f electron shell of the ground state Yb due to longitudinal
ligand displacement �normal-mode displacement�. Table II
compares the calculated values with the approximated values
using the force constants for different host materials and the

TABLE I. Lattice constants used in the ab initio calculations and
their relaxed values. The displacements of the ligands are also
shown �Refs. 14 and 15�.

Compound and structure Symmetry
Q1

o

�Å�
Q1

�Å�
�p

�Å�

Yb:CdF2 �cubic� Fm3m 3.786 3.862 0.068

Yb:CaF2 �cubic� Fm3m 3.861 3.938 0.082

Yb:MgF2 �tetragonal� m3m 3.605 3.695 0.089

(a)

(b)

F

Yb
Cd

F

Cd

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� shows the 2�2�2 supercell created
for doping of Yb atom in CdF2 host. �b� shows the Yb:CdF2 com-
plex constructed by removing outer ligands which is not expected to
influence 4f electron shell of Yb. The simulated ligand movement is
also shown by arrows pointing away from the central ion.
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corresponding Fermi energies are also given. The results are
found to be in good agreement for the electron-phonon inter-
action potential calculated using the force constants in Ref.
7. Note that both methods employ approximations in calcu-
lating the electron-phonon interaction potential. The pair har-
monic approximation uses one ligand interaction model
where the potential is not affected by other ligands. Thus, it
is expected to underestimate 	e-p,O� . Also, the geometry of the
ion-ligand complex is simplified, where in a real crystal, the
geometry can be quite complex. On the other hand, the ab
initio calculation is expected to overestimate the interaction
potential, since it is very difficult to separate the band struc-

ture of the optically active ion from the core electrons. Also,
the supercell is created from an electrostatically neutral
anion-cation pair, which does not represent the real charge
distribution for Yb3+ in host crystal. Nevertheless, the com-
parison in Table I shows that estimations of 	e-p,O� using the
two methods are in reasonable agreement.

Further calculations are carried out by simulating single
ligand movement, which can be interpreted as one quantum
of longitudinal optical phonon propagating through the ion-
ligand complex of Yb:CdF2, as shown in Fig. 4. For single-
ligand displacement, �p=0.194 Å is used and the corre-
sponding 	e-p,O� was found to be 0.00257 eV /Å, which is
very close to the value obtained using the normal-mode vi-
bration of the entire complex. This slightly larger value is
believed to be attributed to the anharmonic effects, because
of the relatively large displacement amplitude.

We use the above 	e-p,O� for the normal-mode vibration to
calculate the normalized cooling rate of Yb3+:Cd-F and
compare it with the rate calculated using the harmonic po-
tential approximation. The normalized cooling rate is11

Ṡph-e-p

Qph,i
= ndV�ph,tr�̇ph-e-p�1 −

�̄ph,e

�ph,i
�ph-e� , �10�

where Qph,i is the input laser irradiation power, nd is the
number of dopants, V is the volume, �ph,tr is the photon tran-
sit time of light along the length of the sample �assuming a
single pass�, �̇ph-e-p is the phonon-assisted, phonon absorp-
tion rate given by Eq. �3�, �ph,e and �ph,i are absorbed and
emitted photon frequencies, respectively, and �ph-e is the
quantum efficiency given as a ratio of radiative decay rate
with respect to the radiative decay rate plus nonradiative de-
cay rate 	�̇ph-e / ��̇ph-e+ �̇e-p�
. Figure 5�a� shows the varia-
tions in normalized cooling rate with respect to absorbed
phonon energy for Yb3+:Cd-F.

The results show that at Ep=0.032 eV, when the incom-
ing photon wavelength is equal to average emission wave-
length ��ph,i= �̄ph,e�, the net cooling effect is zero. As the
energy of the absorbed phonon decreases, heating occurs �in-

dicated by positive value of Ṡph-e-p /Qph,i�. As the energy of
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Electronic band structure of CdF2 doped
with Yb. The strongest partial electronic band structures of Yb are
shown by broken lines. �a� shows the equilibrium structure, and �b�
shows the nonequilibrium structure with the breathing mode
displacement.

TABLE II. Comparison of the electron-phonon interaction po-
tential between estimates based on harmonic potentials and values
calculated using ab initio methods.

Compound

Fermi
energy
�eV�

Harmonic
approximation

	e-p,O�
�eV /Å�

Ab initio
calculation

	e-p,O�
�eV /Å�

Yb:CdF2 −0.150 0.00152 0.00232

Yb:CaF2 −0.153 0.00182 0.00289

Yb:MgF2 −0.244 0.00222 0.00355

Yb

Cd

F

F

Cd

FIG. 4. �Color online� One ligand displacement of the Yb:CdF2

complex, which simulates one quantum of longitudinal phonon
propagation.
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the absorbed phonon increases, cooling occurs and reaches a
plateau at approximately ��p=0.045 eV. For both heating
and cooling, the rates calculated using the ab initio 	e-p,O� are
higher. Figure 5�b� shows the variation in normalized cooling
rate with respect to absorbed phonon energy for Yb3+ ion in
three different host crystals �Cd-F, Ca-F, and Mg-F�. The
result shows that higher 	e-p,O� is favored in optimizing the
cooling rates; i.e., more Mg-F should be used rather than
Cd-F. However, as one increases the concentration of Mg-F,
probability of parasitic heating increases when reabsorption
is present. Therefore, in material metrics for laser cooling of
solids, there always exists a competition between heating and
cooling, as the interaction strengths of the carriers change.
Further investigations should include the excited-state
electron-phonon interaction potential, which helps in under-
standing the phonon interactions in optical transition pro-
cesses

IV. CONCLUSION

The electron-phonon interaction potential is central in un-
derstanding or optimizing the phonon �thermal� effects in
laser cooling �optical transition process�. Here, we have per-
formed ab initio calculations of this interaction potential by
calculating the partial electronic energy change due to the
imposed ligand displacement. It was found that the calcu-
lated value overestimates the value previously using har-
monic potentials between the atoms. However, these differ-
ences result in different simplifying approximations needed
in each model. Normalized cooling rates are found using
both the ab initio calculated and the harmonic potential esti-
mated values of the electron-phonon interaction potential.
The results show that the higher the interaction strength, the
higher the cooling and heating rates.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Variations in the normalized cooling
rate of Yb3+:Cd-F with respect to absorbed phonon energy �vari-
ance in input photon energy�. Broken line with higher 	e-p,O� value
found from ab initio calculations and solid line with lower 	e-p,O�
value found from the harmonic potential. �b� Variations in the nor-
malized cooling rate of Yb3+:Cd-F,: Ca-F and: Mg-F with respect
to absorbed phonon energy �variance in input photon energy�. N is
the number of atoms near the ion which contributes to the phonon
modes.
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